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TAMIL NADU PUBLIC
SERVICE COMMISSION

The list of Register Numbers of candidates selected provisionally
for appointment by direct recruitment to the post of Assistant Works
Manager in the Government Press in the Tamil Nadu Stationery and
Printing Service for which the Oral Test was held on 24.06.2015 FN
is furnished below:

The result of the candidate with the following Register
Number is withheld pending receipt and acceptance of a proper
document called for from her/him;

RESERVE LIST
The list of Register Numbers of candidates who have been

placed in the Reserve List under various categories is furnished
below.  The position of the candidates in the Reserve List is furnished
in the brackets against their Register Numbers:

GENERAL TURN(GENERAL)

10001253(1)

GENERAL TURN(WOMEN)

10001033(1)
BACKWARD CLASSES(OTHER THAN BACKWARD CLASS

MUSLIMS)(GENERAL)

10001263(1)
BACKWARD CLASSES(OTHER THAN BACKWARD CLASS

MUSLIMS)(WOMEN)

10001050(1)
MOST BACKWARD CLASSES/DENOTIFIED

COMMUNITIES(GENERAL)

10001253(1)

SCHEDULED CASTES(GENERAL)

10001466(1)

SCHEDULED CASTES(ARUNTHATHIYAR)(WOMEN)(PSTM)

10001466(1)

10001060 10001083 10001182 10001200 10001381

10001487

10001117
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The candidates in the Reserve List will be considered for allotment
from the respective categories against the vacancies that may be
caused due to any of the following reasons only:

(i) Non-joining duty of selected candidates.
(ii) Selected candidates who joined duty but left thereafter.
(iii) Cancellation of provisional  selection  of  the  selected candidates

for any reason.

The Reserve List is valid till the drawal of the next selection list
for this post by the Commission.

Chennai - 600 003. SECRETARY
Dated :  8th July  2015

NOTE :
            i) The selection is purely provisional subject to the outcome
of W.P.No. 16310 of 2015 and any other WPs relating to this
recruitment, if any, pending on the files of the Hon’ble High Court of
Madras/Madurai Bench of Madras High Court.

           ii) As per the interim orders dated 11.06.2015 of the Hon’ble
High Court of Madras in M.P.No.1 of 2015 in W.P.No.16310 of 2015
to keep one post vacant, selection against the one post reserved for
MBC/DC(W) has not been finalised and it is kept vacant. Consequently,
reserve list for the said category has also not been drawn up and
kept pending.


